
Name:___________________________ September 2022
Our Lady of Grace Grade 7

Summer Reading
Students are to choose ONE book to read and complete the activity assigned.

Freak the Mighty Bud not Buddy
By: Rodman Philbrick By: Christopher Paul Curtis

To do:
● Reading

○ Fill out the attached chart to begin to create a theme park themed around the
book that you read this summer.

○ Text evidence will be provided to support the theming of your park and its
elements.

○ Theme park will include the following:
■ Park Layout Will reflect the setting(s) of the story. Where did your

character go? Did your character travel anywhere?
■ Rides, Shows, Games (total of 5 but can be any combination of options

listed) *For example, your theme park could have two rides, two games, and
one show all based on events in the book.

■ Food: Where does your character eat? What does your character eat?
■ Shops: Your souvenir shop sells items related to the book OR a symbol of an

event or character in the book
*This will be used as your first Reading, Speaking, and Writing grade of the first
trimester.



Name Date

Our Lady of Grace Grade 7

Summer Reading
Theme Park

Park Element Description Text Evidence Explain

Park Layout
Will reflect the

setting(s) of the story.
Where did your

character go? Did your
character travel

anywhere?

Rides, Shows,
Games 1

(total of 5 but can be
any combination of
options listed) *For
example, your theme
park could have two
rides, two games, and
one show all based on
events in the book.



Rides, Shows,
Games 2

(total of 5 but can be
any combination of
options listed) *For
example, your theme
park could have two
rides, two games, and
one show all based on
events in the book.

Rides, Shows,
Games 3

(total of 5 but can be
any combination of
options listed) *For
example, your theme
park could have two
rides, two games, and
one show all based on
events in the book.

Rides, Shows,
Games 4

(total of 5 but can be
any combination of
options listed) *For
example, your theme
park could have two
rides, two games, and
one show all based on
events in the book.



Rides, Shows,
Games 5

(total of 5 but can be
any combination of
options listed) *For
example, your theme
park could have two
rides, two games, and
one show all based on
events in the book.

Food
■ Where does your
character eat? What
does your character

eat?

Shop
Your souvenir shop sells

items related to the
book OR a symbol of an
event or character in

the book



Writing Rubric

4 3 2 1

Organization Correct essay format:
Introduction with thesis
statement, body, and
conclusion

Essay format: introduction
no thesis statement, body,
and conclusion

Essay format is missing
one of the following
introduction, body, or
conclusion

Essay format is missing
two of the following:
introduction, body, or
conclusion

Content Whole assignment is
related to the topic

1-2 parts of the assignment
are off topic

3-4 parts of the assignment
are off topic

5 or more parts of the
assignment are off topic

Spelling All spelling is correct 1-2 words spelled
incorrectly

3-4 words spelled
incorrectly

5 or more words spelled
incorrectly

Grammar All grammar is correct 1-2 grammar mistakes 3-4 grammar mistakes 5 or more grammar
mistakes

Topic:________________________________________________

Reading Rubric
4 3 2 1

Use of Graphics All graphics are related to the
topic and make it easy to
understand

Most of the graphics are
related to the topic and make
it easy to understand.

Some of the graphics are
related to the topic and make
it easy to understand.

None of the graphics are
related to the topic and make
it easy to understand.

Evidence All evidence provided
supports the theme.

Most of the evidence provided
supports the theme

Some of the evidence
provided supports the theme.

None of the evidence
provided supports the theme.

Layout and Design Whole presentation is
completed with no stray
markings and is easy to read.

Most of the presentation is
completed with no stray
markings and is easy to read.

Some of the presentation is
completed with no stray
markings and is easy to read.

None of the presentation is
completed with no stray
markings and is easy to read.

Organization All of the information is clear
and organized neatly.

Most of the information is
clear and organized neatly.

Some of the information is
clear and organized neatly.

None of the information is
clear or organized neatly.


